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Electronically enhanced surface diffusion during Ge growth on Si(100)
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The effect of nanosecond pulsed laser excitation on surface diffusion during the growth of Ge on
Si(100) at 250  C was studied. In situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction was used to
measure the surface diffusion coefficient while ex situ atomic force microscopy was used to probe
the structure and morphology of the grown quantum dots. The results show that laser excitation of
the substrate increases the surface diffusion during the growth of Ge on Si(100), changes the
growth morphology, improves the crystalline structure of the grown quantum dots, and decreases
their size distribution. A purely electronic mechanism of enhanced surface diffusion of the
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3567918]
deposited Ge is proposed. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have shown that electronic excitation of the substrate during growth can assist epitaxial
growth,1–3 modify surface morphology, and reduce the size
distribution of grown quantum dots (QDs), making them
more uniform.1,4,5 Enhancement of the effective surface diffusion of adatoms by the excitation laser was proposed as a
possible mechanism responsible for the observed effects.1,6
Surface diffusion is a critical parameter for epitaxial
thin film growth since diffusion allows the adatoms to hop to
the appropriate active lattice sites. For surface diffusion to
occur, a certain amount of energy must be available to the
adatoms. This energy can originate from the kinetic or the
potential energy of the adsorbate or can be supplied thermally by substrate heating. The rate of surface diffusion
depends on a variety of factors, including the energy of the
incoming adsorbate, the strength of the surface-adatom
bond, orientation of the surface lattice, densities of atomic
steps, surface reconstruction, attraction and repulsion
between surface species, and externally supplied energy.7
The surface diffusion coefficient Ds is known to follow an
Arrhenius form with temperature and is proportional to the
vibrational energy in the reaction coordinate.7
Several external energy sources applied to surfaces have
been shown to increase surface diffusion. These include low
energy ion bombardment and the resulting momentum transfer to the surface species,8,9 charge carrier injection,10 and
light-induced migration of Ag atoms originating from electronic excitation.11
The diffusion of Ge adatoms on Si(100)  (2  1) is
highly anisotropic in nature with diffusion favored in a direction parallel to the dimer rows.12 Surface migration is at least
1000 times faster along the dimer rows than perpendicular to
them.13 The surface diffusion coefficient of Ge atoms
depends on the surface orientation. For example, Ge atoms
have almost two times greater diffusion coefficient on
a)
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Si(100) than Si(111).14 The diffusion coefficient of Ge adatoms on Si(001) was found to be DGe  2.53  107
exp( 0.676 6 0.03 eV/kT) cm2/s in the temperature range
between 650–725  C.15 We report on the effect of laser substrate excitation on surface diffusion during the growth of
Ge on Si(100)  (2  1) by pulsed laser deposition. Our
results show that applying the excitation laser during the
growth increases the surface diffusion coefficient in a way
that is exponentially dependent on laser intensity.
The surface diffusion coefficient was measured using
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity recovery after the growth interruption. The intensity of
the RHEED diffraction spots depends on the surface structure and morphology. Increased surface roughness reduces
the diffraction spot intensities. Therefore, immediately after
starting the Ge growth by ablating the Ge target, the intensity
of the RHEED diffraction orders decreases. For epitaxial
growth, the RHEED intensity can recover when the growth
is interrupted. This intensity recovery time depends on the
amount of time it takes the surface species to rearrange to
their final locations. RHEED recovery upon deposition termination can generally be described by a two-exponential
decay,16 I ¼ A0  A1 exp ( t/s1)  A2exp ( t/s2), where A1
and A2 are usually positive constants and s1 and s2 are temperature-dependent time constants of the fast and slow
stages, respectively. These time constants could be explained
as diffusion along a step edge and diffusion across the terrace
for fast and slow recoveries, respectively. The fast processes
are generally attributed to smoothening of the front growth
profile, while slow processes are attributed to long-range
order reactions such as rearrangement of terraces and/or the
reduction of one-dimensional disorder.16,17 It is often
observed, as in the present study, that the RHEED recovery
curve can be well described by a one exponential with time
constant s.16 For a vicinal surface, the surface diffusion coefficient Ds is related to the average terrace width L by Ds 
L2/s, where Ds is the diffusion coefficient and s is the relaxation time constant which depends on the density of nucleation sites and diffusion velocity.16,18
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II. EXPERIMENT

The Si(100) substrates (p-type boron doped, resistivity
0.060–0.075 X cm, miscut angle 0.38 ) were chemically
etched by using a modified Shiraki method before being
loaded into the UHV chamber (base pressure 7.0  1010
Torr). The Ge target was an undoped n-type with a resistivity
of 45–58.7 X cm. The Si(100) sample was degassed at
700  C in UHV for 24 h and then flashed to 1200  C for
60 s to obtain the (2  1) reconstruction. The substrates
were heated by direct current flow. The surface temperature
was measured using a combination of a chromel-alumel (Ktype) thermocouple that was mechanically attached to the
substrate surface and a pyrometer. A Q-switched Nd:YAG
(wavelength k ¼ 1064 nm, full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 40 ns, 10 Hz repetition rate) was split into an
ablation beam and an excitation beam of nonequal powers
by means of a half wave-plate and a thin film polarizing
beam splitter. The p-polarized ablation beam was focused on
the rotating Ge target to a spot size 400 lm (measured at
1/e of the peak value), resulting in a laser energy density of
5 J/cm2. The s-polarized excitation beam was left unfocused
with a beam diameter of 6.0 mm (measured at 1/e peak
value) and was used to irradiate the sample surface. Both the
ablation and the excitation laser beams were incident on the
Ge target and Si substrate at 45 . Sample-to-target distance
was 8 cm. A 20-keV well-collimated RHEED electron gun
with a spot size less than 90 lm in diameter was used to monitor the growth, while a partially coated phosphor screen displayed the electron diffraction pattern, which was recorded by
means of charge-coupled device camera. The electron beam
had a grazing angle 2.5 6 0.5 with the Si(100) surface. The
final film thickness measurement was done by a spectroscopic
ellipsometer with an accuracy of 6 1 ML. Post deposition tapping-mode atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to study
the morphology of the film.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have previously studied the effect of the excitation
laser on the Ge growth on Si(100)  (2  1) at a substrate
temperature of 250  C.1 For samples grown below 390  C,
the intensity of the Si(100)  (2  1) RHEED spots was
observed to decay continuously with deposition time until
they disappear, resulting in a diffused pattern.1,19 This indicates the formation of three-dimensional (3D) structures that
collectively lack long-range order, as was confirmed by
RHEED and AFM measurements. The AFM image obtained
at 250  C showed a collection of 3D clusters with different
shapes and sizes.1
In the present study, the substrate temperature was
250  C and the ablation laser energy density was 5 J/cm2,
while the excitation laser energy density was varied. Figure
1 shows a set of RHEED patterns of Ge QDs grown on
Si(100)  (2  1) with different excitation laser energy densities applied to the substrate. For Figs. 1(a) through 1(f), the
RHEED patterns were obtained after 8000 laser pulses. Postdeposition analysis of the Ge film thickness using an ellipsometer confirmed that the films had a thickness of 22 ML.

FIG. 1. RHEED patterns after deposition of 22 ML Ge for a substrate temperature of 250  C. 20 keV electron beam energy, angle of incidence with
the surface 2.5 , and ablation laser energy density of 5 J/cm2 is used in all
experiments. The excitation laser energy density is (a) 18 6 2 mJ/cm2, (b)
40 6 4 mJ/cm2, (c) 52 6 5 mJ/cm2, (d) 70 6 7 mJ/cm2, (e) 90 6 10 mJ/cm2,
and (f) 106 6 10 mJ/cm2.

The corresponding AFM images of these films are shown in
Figs. 2(a) though 2(f).
A. Results

For an excitation laser energy density of 18 6 2 mJ/cm2,
the RHEED image in Fig. 1(a) shows a elongated transmission
pattern, indicating 3D growth. The AFM image consists of
high-density Ge islands, most of which are rectangular-based
or square-based islands with some small fraction of domes.
An individual island is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). The
density of islands is 7.5 6 1.5  109 cm2. The mean length,
l, is 57 6 28 nm. The mean height is 9 6 4 nm.
We next increased the excitation laser to 40 6 4 mJ/cm2
while all other conditions remained as in Fig. 1(a). The
observed RHEED pattern, shown in Fig. 1(b), does not
change significantly from that in Fig. 1(a). However, the
island density and coverage ratio decreased, while the mean
height and length increased, as observed by analysis of the
AFM images. In Fig. 2(b), Ge islands with different shapes
and sizes are visible. A single island at this condition could
be seen in the inset of Fig. 2(b). Those islands mainly consist
of rectangular-based and square-based pyramid-shape
islands while the fraction of domes was increased. The shape
of the islands becomes more uniform. The average island
size increased when compared to the conditions used in
Fig. 2(a). This is consistent with the coalescence of the small
islands to larger ones. The island density decreased to
5.0 6 1.0  109 cm2. The mean length also increased to
60 6 30 nm with an average height of 13 6 5 nm.
When the laser energy density was increased to 52 6 5
mJ/cm2, the RHEED streaks upon growth termination shown
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The AFM images
of the individual islands with excitation
energy density of (a) 18 6 2 mJ/cm2, (b)
40 6 4 mJ/cm2, (c) 52 6 5 mJ/cm2, (d)
70 6 7 mJ/cm2, (e) 90 6 10 mJ/cm2, and
(f) 106 6 10 mJ/cm2. Increasing excitation laser energy density causes island
density and the lateral aspect ratio and
coverage ratio to decrease, while the average area, length, and height of the
islands increase and the size distribution
become narrower. Insets show individual
islands for each condition.

in Fig. 1(c), are less elongated and become slightly more
intense than in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The corresponding AFM
image shows an increase in the size of the islands while their
lateral aspect ratio becomes smaller. The island density is
3.6 6 0.8  109 cm2 while the mean length and height are
75 6 27 nm and 16 6 4 nm, respectively. One of the individual islands is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c).
This trend continued as the excitation energy density
was increased to 70 6 7 mJ/cm2. In Fig. 1(d) the elongated
RHEED transmission pattern becomes more rounded showing a spotty transmission pattern not falling on Laue zones,
indicating the growth of 3D islands. A single island is visible
in the AFM image in the inset of Fig. 2(d). It is seen that the
lateral aspect ratios for those islands are getting smaller with
the increase of the excitation laser energy density while the
mean length and height increase. In Fig. 2(d), the island density is 2.5 6 0.5  109 cm2; the mean length for those
islands is 90 6 40 nm; and the mean height is 21 6 7 nm.
For an excitation laser energy density of 90 6 10 mJ/
cm2, the final RHEED pattern shown in Fig. 1(e), develops
an additional transmission pattern compared to Fig. 1(d), indicative of better QD crystalline structure. The islands
mainly consist of dome-shaped and rectangular based
islands. The corresponding AFM image shows that the island
density is 1.5 6 0.5  109 cm2, the mean length is 110 6 40
nm, and the mean height is 29 6 9 nm. Some individual
islands, mainly consisting of dome-shaped islands, are seen
in Fig. 2(e).
Finally, the excitation laser energy density was
increased to 106 6 10 mJ/cm2. In this case, the final RHEED
image becomes brighter with a well-defined spotty pattern
and shows more transmission pattern, indicating new facet
formation and increased crystalline quality, as shown in
Fig. 1(f). The resulting AFM image, shown in Fig. 2(f),
shows that the island density is further reduced to
0.8 6 0.3  109 cm2, the mean length increased to 131 6 33
nm, and the mean height became 33 6 7 nm. The islands

became more uniform in size and shape and developed
mainly dome shapes. These results show that increasing the
excitation laser energy from 18 6 2 mJ/cm2 to 106 6 10 mJ/
cm2 at a substrate temperature of 250  C causes the Ge island
density, lateral aspect ratio, and coverage ratio to decrease,
while the average area, length, and height of the islands
increase and become more uniform in size and shape. The
development of the RHEED patterns and associated Ge
quantum dot morphology with the increase in the laser excitation energy density is analogous to what is observed when
the substrate temperature is raised during deposition.1 Raising the substrate temperature is known to increase surface
diffusion.
To investigate the effect of electronic excitation on surface diffusion, we observed the RHEED intensity recovery
of the specular spot upon growth termination. The characteristic relaxation time constant is obtained from the RHEED
intensity recovery curve.17,18,20 The surface diffusion coefficient Ds is estimated from Ds  L2/s, where s is the experimentally measured RHEED relaxation time upon growth
termination and L is the average terrace length of the vicinal
surface.
Figure 3 shows the specular spot RHEED intensity recovery curves obtained after growth interruption subsequent
to 8000 laser deposition pulses. The recovery curves follow
a simple exponential growth with a time constant s ¼ 65 6 7
for an excitation laser of 18 6 2 mJ/cm2. Taking the average
terrace width L ¼ 20 nm, based on the vicinal angle of the
Si(100) substrate, a diffusion coefficient Ds  6  1014
cm2/s is obtained. It was previously found that the temperature dependence of the Ge adatom diffusion coefficient on
Si(100) could be approximated by DSi(100) ¼ 3.3  102
exp( 1.2 eV/kT) cm2/s.14 At a substrate temperature of
250  C without any excitation, this approximation gives Ds
9  1014 cm2/s. We were not able to measure Ds at
250  C without applying the excitation laser, since there is
no specular spot at the end of the deposition.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The surface diffusion coefficient versus excitation
laser energy density after 8000 deposition pulses (22 ML). The inset shows
the RHEED recovery curves obtained following the growth interruption at
different excitation laser energy densities. The surface diffusion coefficient
increases with the increasing excitation laser energy density.

B. Discussions

Applying an excitation laser results in epitaxial film
growth, allowing the measurement of Ds. We should note
that we are measuring the diffusion of Ge on the Ge wetting
layer. It was shown that Ge atoms move faster than Si atoms
on Ge(111) and the diffusion length increased by a factor of
almost 10 when the substrate was changed from Si to Ge.21
Unlike Ge on Si(100), the diffusion of Ge on Si(001) covered
by 1 ML of Ge shows nearly isotropic behavior and it has a
lower diffusion coefficient.22 With the increase in the excitation laser energy density, the RHEED intensity recovery
time s was observed to decrease and, therefore, the measured
value of Ds was increased, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.
Applying the excitation laser during the growth noticeably
increases Ds. A fit of the recovery curve in Fig. 3 gives the
dependence of the surface diffusion coefficient on the excitation laser energy density I in mJ/cm2 such that
Ds ¼ 5.8 þ 0.28* exp(0.04I), where Ds is in 1014 cm2/s. The
correlation coefficient R was found to be 0.97 from linear
regression. For a substrate temperature of 250  C and a laser
excitation energy density of 106 6 10 mJ/cm2, s was 13 6 2 s
corresponding to Ds ¼ 3.1 6 0.3  1013 cm2/s.
The value of Ds obtained from the exponential increase
of the specular RHEED intensity upon growth termination
does not distinguish the diffusion of adatoms, small islands
and clusters, and the migration of atoms from formed
islands. Since we observe a one exponential for the RHEED
intensity recovery, the recovery time s does not distinguish
between the various surface processes involved. Diffusion of
islands and clusters strongly depends on their size and density.23 The motion of clusters may occur via displacement of
individual atoms, sections of the clusters, or clusters moving
as a whole.24 It was also shown that the mobility of small
clusters decreases with increasing size25 and the diffusion
coefficient of the islands has a power-law dependence on the
island size.26 As the excitation laser energy density was
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increased, the island nucleation density was observed to
decrease. This is consistent with an increase in Ds with
excitation.
The rise in surface temperature due to the laser pulse
was calculated using a one-dimensional heat-diffusion
model. According to this model, the maximum temperature
rise due to absorption of the 1064 nm excitation laser in the
skin depth of Si (60 lm) is 23  C. The surface temperature drops to the substrate temperature by heat diffusion in
0.1 ls. For Ge, the skin depth for 1064 nm is 200 nm, and
the maximum temperature rise in this case is 200  C if irradiated with 106 6 10 mJ/cm2, which is the maximum laser
energy density used during this work. Heat diffusion to the
Si substrate limits the surface temperature excursion time to
 0.1 ls. The Ge atoms move just 1.6  1011 cm in 0.1 ls
at 250  C, which is clearly too small to affect the nucleation
and growth mechanism. Therefore, thermal effects can be
excluded and the observed increase in surface diffusion is
electronic in nature.
It is well known that an electron or a photon interacting
with the surface can induce an electronic excitation causing
the emission of ions or neutral particles. We can rule out the
Knotek-Feibelman (KF) mechanism since KF requires photons with energies of tens of eV.27 The Menzel-Gomer and
Redhead (MGR) model can also be ruled out since excitons
on Si and Ge surfaces are not self-trapped and the applied
photon energy is relatively low.28
Sumi proposed a two-hole localization (THL) model and
applied it successfully to explain electronically induced bond
rupture at Si and other surfaces.29 The primary assumption in
THL is that surface bond rupture leading to neutral-atomic
desorption can be induced by strong lattice relaxations associated with the localization of two valence holes on the same
surface bond. The localization of the second hole causes
strong vibrations of the surface atom, which could lead to
bond breaking. These atoms could be ejected due to this transient strong lattice vibration (phonon kick) with a distribution
of translational energies that starts from a given onset.30
Vibrational relaxation after electronic excitation would lead
to many phonons being emitted. The lattice forms a continuum of motions that can absorb the energy of the vibrational
relaxation. The bonded atoms vibrate more strongly as the
energy of the surface atoms increases. If the phonon kick perpendicular to the surface imparted to a surface atom is not
sufficient to cause desorption, the enhanced vibrational
motion could lead to increased surface diffusions.
A possible scenario involves electron-hole generation in
the substrate followed by hole diffusion to the surface and
two-hole localization.29 Yu and Tanimura investigated the
laser-induced desorption of Si adatoms on Si(100)  (2  1)
when the surface is excited by 2.48 eV laser pulses.31 Their
results show that electronic excitation causes the desorption
of Si atoms from a certain adatom configuration. The desorption yield was super-linearly dependent on the laser fluence
and therefore, was consistent with the two-hole localization
model. Desorption yields with successive laser pulses indicated that the adatom configuration that was reactive to desorption transformed by laser excitation into a different form
that is less susceptible to desorption. The results show that
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free holes are more effectively trapped at surface-defect
sites. This suggests that substrate excitation during deposition causes hole localization preferentially at adatom sites.
Once the Ge wetting layer is formed, two-hole localization can occur on the Ge surface. At 250  C, the indirect Ge
energy bandgap is 0.57 eV and Ge has a direct bandgap at
0.7 eV. The absorption coefficient of 1064 nm in Ge is
1.6  104 cm1, leading to significantly higher electron-hole
generation in the Ge wetting layer than the Si substrate. The
hole density in Ge due to absorption of the laser pulse is
1023 cm3. The surface hole density depends on many parameters that include surface recombination and diffusion
across the Si/Ge interface. We are not aware of any study
done on electronic bond breaking on electronically excited
Ge surfaces. However, in general, the two-hole localization
mechanism, followed by the phonon-kick, is applicable to
semiconductors. Energetically, this mechanism could be
effective on Ge surfaces. For surface bond breaking, the phonon-kick has to transfer enough energy to the top atom along
the bond direction to break that bond. If that energy transfer
is not sufficient for bond breaking, then the atom will have a
vibrational excitation that can lead to surface hopping.
Therefore, THL on the Ge surface can lead to selective
energy transfer to the Ge adatoms since these atoms constitute a defect site. The energy that is preferentially given to
these adsorbed atoms can result in their hopping to epitaxially settle on the surface. The measurement of Ge film thickness for different excitation laser energy densities showed
that the Ge coverage is not affected by the excitation laser;
thus, we conclude that atom desorption by electronic excitation is too small for the studied conditions.
Our previous picosecond time-resolved RHEED studies
of excitation of the three low-index surfaces of Ge with 1064
nm, 100 ps laser pulses have conclusively shown that the surface temperature behaves as expected from a simple heat diffusion model.32–34 This observation rules out an electronic
mechanism that transfers energy to surface atoms causing
heating above that expected from simple laser absorption in
the skin depth followed by heat diffusion. However, we point
out that RHEED probes surface atoms over a very large area.
The mechanism we are proposing for enhanced surface diffusion of the adsorbed Ge atoms is preferential to the adatoms, which only has very small coverage. Therefore, such
preferential enhancement of surface hopping of the adatoms
would not be sufficient to allow it to be detected through
RHEED observation of the transient Debye-Waller factor.
Time-resolved RHEED experiments with shorter time resolution, performed by Zewail et al., have shown that electronic excitation of semiconductor surfaces results in surface
contraction followed by expansion.35 The initial structural
changes (tens of ps) are due to nonthermal distortion of the
binding forces due to electron-hole generation. These effects
are dissipated in a few tens of ps and the surface then shows
expansion as expected.35 Since the surface growth process is
too slow compared to the detected bond softening time, we do
not anticipate that such bond softening is directly involved in
the observed nonthermal effects on QD growth. Dynamic
TEM has been recently developed and used to image transient
structures in thin films with 15-ns temporal resolution.36–38
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An extension of this technique to develop a dynamic reflection
electron microscope (REM)39 could allow the real-time observation of the growth of the quantum dots and resolve how the
growth dynamics is affected by electronic excitation.
IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the surface diffusion coefficient of Ge
during pulsed laser deposition of Ge on Si(100)  (2  1)
with different excitation laser energy densities. Applying the
excitation laser to the substrate during the growth increases
the surface diffusion coefficient, changes the QD morphology and density, and improves the size uniformity of the
grown quantum dots. We have ruled out thermal effects. A
purely electronic mechanism of enhanced surface diffusion
of Ge is proposed. The nature of this nonthermal mechanism
could be due to two-hole localization followed by a phonon
kick of the adsorbate. In order to determine the range of conditions for which electronic excitation is effective in the lowtemperature growth of epitaxial thin films and for enhancing
surface diffusion, along with understanding the mechanism
involved, future work will need to investigate the effect of
the excitation wavelength and that of doping. The excitation
wavelength is known to strongly affect the bond rupture at
surfaces. For Si, the bond rupture rate by 460 nm was found
to be 100 times more than that for 1064 nm at the same fluence.40 The bond rupture was resonantly enhanced at an excitation photon energy of 2 eV.41 However, the morphology
of vacancy formation was the same regardless of the laser
wavelength, which suggested that a similar mechanism of
bond rupture was involved.
While the growth of the total count of vacancy clusters,
irrespective of their size, is about the same for n-type and ptype surfaces, the total vacancy-site densities produced on ntype surfaces were significantly more than for p-type surfaces. The bond rupture at sites nearest to the pre-existing
vacancies was significantly enhanced for n-type surfaces.40
Excited species generated in the bulk must localize at the
surface to affect thin film growth. The transport process of
carriers and its surface localization is strongly dependent on
band bending. By performing experiments to compare excitation effects on n-type and p-type materials, band bending
effects can be clarified.
Observation of surface diffusion at submonolayer coverage by atom tracking in a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) can be particularly important because this can provide an atomic view of how adsorbate motion is affected by
electronic excitation.42,43 STM during growth can provide a
series of images at regular scanning speed that are generally
enough to get information about atom hopping and morphology evolution. The STM studies can also allow us to observe
any surface defect generation and any changes in adsorption
sites due to electronic excitation. These studies can be used
to develop a better picture of the mechanism involved in
electronically enhanced surface diffusion.
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